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With the present-day tendency towards consolidation and the absorption
of small record labels by big companies, which build their marketing on
stars and well-known repertoire, it is always exciting, and often
astonishing, to reach for a title by an independent label. That is why it
was intriguing to listen to this new recording by Ivan Ilić, an American
pianist of Serbian origin, called The Transcendentalist, released by a
small Irish-based label, Heresy Records. Ivan Ilić is not very well known
locally, but his recordings are always interesting, especially due to the
fact that he introduces relatively seldom played pieces (Godowsky), as
well as the piano works of younger composers (Metcalf, Tymoczko).
The dramatic narrative of his latest CD with compositions by Scriabin,
Cage, Feldman, and the young American composer Scott Wollschleger
captures the attention at first glance. In a selection of Scriabin’s Preludes
and in the works Rêverie, Guirlandes, or Poème languide, Ilić contributes
logic of formal construction, however his playing gives the overall
impression as if the piano was an obligato instrument. Scriabin lacks his
tonal diversity and colorfulness here, while the differentiation of vocal
multilayeredness, poetry and magic retreat considerably into the
background for the sake of a rational and structural vision. Two pieces by
Cage, Dream and In a Landscape, otherwise full of charming harmonic
simplicity and transparent melodic lines, do not sound convincing either;
the melody is particularly melted into the dull acoustic haze and a
somewhat mechanical interpretation. The captivating meditative piece
Music Without Metaphor by Scott Wollschleger partly improves our
perplexed impression.
But Ilić saved his wonderful icing on the cake for the end, where he
finally ‘reveals his true colors’ and offers the listener elements of tonal
culture and colorfulness, absent until this point. The pianist demonstrates
the skillfulness of his playing most persuasively in Palais de Mari, an
over 20-minute long composition from 1986 by Morton Feldman.
Widespread areas of Feldman’s lonely, miserable chords sometimes
surprise by their tonal tint and sound within a magical, drowsy mist. Here,
Ilić succeeded in achieving a precise illusion of transcendence. His
success is due perhaps to the very same emotional prudence, distance
and effort towards unfussiness. Besides the slightly speculative dramatic

arc of the recording, and the CD booklet
trying to interconnect transcendental
elements in the pieces of the different
composers in a rather cumbersome
way, and a variable quality of the
interpretation, the CD is worth being
listened to, especially thanks to the
Feldman, whose pieces are rarely
recorded.
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